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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the differential equation 
(PY’)‘+w=g(~~.LY’)~ (1) 
where p = p(t) is a positive and continuously differentiable function on 
I, = [a, CO) such that p(a) = 1, q = q(t) is a continuous function on Z, and 
g = g(t, U, II) is a continuous function on Z, x R2 which verifies some further 
conditions. 
Let (z,, z2} be a fundamental system of solutions of the linear differen- 
tial equation 
(pz’)’ + qz = 0. (2) 
We will prove that certain solutions of (1) are defined on all Z, and 
satisfy, for r + co, 
y-(6, +41))z, +(62+4l))z, 
y’=(6,+o(l))z; +(6,+0(1))2;, 
where 6 ;, i = 1, 2 are constants. 
(3) 
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It is clear that it is sufficient to establish (3) for the fundamental system 
{ z1 , z2} such that 
z,(u) = 1, z;(a) = 0; z2(a) = 0, z;(a) = 1. (4) 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this ection we will prove (3). For that, we recall (Dannan [2]) that a 
function w: [IO, co) + [0, co) belongs to the class H if 
(a) w(u) is continuous and nondecreasing for u 30 and positive for 
u > 0. 
(b) There exists a continuous function r (multiplier function) on [0, co) 
such that 
o(au) d r(cO u(u) for c1 > 0, u > 0. 
Notation (Pinto [4]). For WOE H, i= 1, 2, we will write w, CC II+ if 02/o, 
is nondecreasing on (0, cc ). 
Now, denoting by 
and by Wi ’ their inverse functions, we can establish 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the following hypotheses: 
(i) The function g = g( t, u, u) is continuous on I, x R2 and satisfies 
I s(t, 4 u)l ~n,(t)o,(luI)+Mt) e(I4). 
(ii) W,E H, i= 1, 2, with corresponding multiplier function rr, i= 1, 2 and 
w,cco20rw2ccw1. 
(iii) Ai, i= 1,2 are continuous and nonnegative functions on Z, such that 
AjZi E L,(Iu), i= 1, 2, where 
~,=~l~~l+l~~I~~~~l~,I+I~~I~~ 
~~=~I~II+~~~O~~~~~~~+I~~I~. 
(iv) There exists a positive constant c such that 
(5) 
(6) 
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wherecp(u)=W,:~‘[W,(u)+~~,] zfo,ccw,; k,j=l,2andtheinequalityin 
(6) is strict for i =j. 
Then any solution y of ( 1) such that 1 y(a)1 + 1 y’(a)1 6 c is defined ouer alf 
of I, and satisfies (3). 
Proof: Let 
and we impose 
We have 
Then 
that is to say. 
At) = A(t) z,(t) + B(t) ZZ(f) 
A’z, + B’z, = 0. 
(py’)‘=p(A’z; + B’z;) -q(Az, + Bz,). 
(py’)’ + qy =p(A’z; + B’zi), 
(7) 
(8) 
A’z; + B’z; =p(t)-’ g(t, AZ, + Bz,, Zz; + Bz;). (9) 
Since p(z’,z, - z,z;) = 1, by resolving Eqs. (8) and (9), we obtain 
A’= -z2 .g(t, AZ, + Bz2, AZ; + Bz;) 
(10) 
B’=z, .g(t, AZ, + Bz,, AZ; + Bz;). 
Now, the integration [a, t] in (10) yields, for t 2 u, 
A(t) = A(a) -jr z*(s) g(s, (AZ, + Bz,)(s), (AZ; + Bz;)(s)) ds 
(I 
(11) 
B(t) = B(a) + j’ zi(s) As, (A zI + BzJ(s), (AZ; + Bz;)(s)) ds. 
0 
x 1 g(s, AZ, + Bz,, AZ; + Bz;)l ds 
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Since IAz,+Bz,IQ(IAI+/BI)(Iz,I+Iz,/), by (ii), u=IAI+IBI satisfies 
4t)~4a)+ ‘Ma + I~?~~~I~~,(~)~,~I~,~~)I 5 a 
+ I zzb)l) w,(~s)) a’s 
+ ~m(I;h)I + Izz(~)l)~,(Ifl(~)l i 
+ I~(s)I)Q(~~)) ds
6 u(a) + s ’ &(s) Z,(s) o1(u(s)) ds0 
where Pi, i= 1,2 is given by (5). Then, if (A(a)1 + I B(a)1 <c we have 
u(t) d c + j-’ Al(s) Z,(s) w,(u(s)) ds+ s’ I&) Zz(s) w2(u(s)) ds. 
u u 
Now, by applying Lemma 1 [4] in the last inequality, if oi cc wj (i#j), 
we get 
u(t)< w,-’ [ w,(ci)+S:n,(s):,(s)ds] for t2a, 
where ci = W,: ’ [ W,(c) + xxi]. 
Then, by (iv), u and hence A and B are bounded. Therefore, 
zi(s) g(s, (AZ, + Bz*)(s), (AZ; + Bz;)(s)) E L,(I,) i= 1, 2 and the integrals in
(11) are convergent at infinity. Thus lim, _ ~ A(t) and lim,, z B(t) exist 
and they are finite. So, we have proved that if I A(a)/ + I B(a)1 d c, then the 
solutions A,B of (11) are defined on all Z, and 
‘4(t)=h,+o(l), B(t)=&+o(l) as t+co, 
where hi, i= 1, 2 are constants. 
Finally, since u(a)=A(a) and u’(a)= B(a), by (7), the result follows. 
Remark 1. On account of Remark 6 [4], let 
x,= w~‘[wi(w,-‘[wj(co)-clj])-a,], 
x*= w,--‘[wi(oo)-2a,] 
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and, for any E such that 0 <F <x2, 
if xI<x2 
in other case. 
Then, when w, cc wj, i, j = 1,2, in Theorem 1 we can take c = c(x,, x2). 
In particular, if Wi(co) = a3, i = 1, 2, then the conclusion of Theorem 1 is 
true for all solutions of (1). 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 is specially applicable when zr and z2 have a 
similar asymptotic behavior, that is the case if (2) is elliptic. 
Theorem 1 extends Trench’s result [IS]. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAE 
Equation (2) has often a fundamental system of solutions {z+ , z ~ } 
which verifies 
z* -(pq)-“4.exp+i 
l ‘(q/p)“’ u 
z; - * ip ‘14q114 . exp & i 5 * (4/PF2 (I 
(12) 
for t --) 00 (see [6]). 
That is the case if p and q satisfy Coppel’s Theorem [ 1, p. 1201 or 
Pinto’s result [3]. For instance (see Cl]), if “p and q are positive and twice 
continuously differentiable functions on I, such that 
I cc (q/p)“2 dt = 00 and I ca I P(PP’)’ Idt < ~0, u (1 
where p = (pq) ~ ‘14.” 
Thus, we have 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (12) holds. Assume that (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 1 hold and that rL, i = 1, 2 verify for a, u > 0 
r,(UU) <K(a) r;(U), K(a) > 0. 
Suppose also 
(iii)’ I,, i = 1,2 are continuous and nonnegative functions on I, such that 
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(Pq)-“4 rI((Pq)-“4) 1, and (pq))1’4 r,(p-3’4q1’4) & are integrable 
functions on I,, and 
(iv)’ one of the following conditions holds: 
(4 s 0~ ds -= co, 1 w(s) i= 1, 2, 
I 
1 ds 
otwi(s)=a’ 
i= 1,2. 
Then 
(T, ) if condition (a) holds, all solutions y of (1) are defined on all [a, GO ) 
and they satisfy 
ywS,(pq))1’4expi ‘(q/p)1’2ds+62(pq))1~4exp-i~‘(q/p)1’2ds 
I u il 
(13) 
y’-iJlp-3/4q1/4expi r(q/p)1’2ds-i62p~3~4q114exp-i~~(q/p)”2ds, 
s u 
where 6,, i= 1, 2 are constants; 
(T2) if condition (b) holds, any solution y of (1) with initial conditions 
small enough, is defined on all [a, co) and satisfies (13). 
EXAMPLE. Consider the equation 
(t2Y’)‘+t2y=Al(t)yn+t2(t)(y’)m, n, m > 0, (14) 
where t PC’ +“)A, and t (’ +“‘)A2 are integrable functions on [ 1, co ). Here, 
the unperturbed equation 
(?y’)‘+ t*y=o 
possesses the fundamental system of solutions 
z,(t)=t-‘[sin(t- l)+cos(t- l)], z2(t) = t-’ sin(t - l), 
which verifies (4). Thus if m, n < 1, the conclusion (T,) of Theorem 2 is 
valid for (14), while if 1 < m, n, m .n # 1, the conclusion (T2) of Theorem 2 
is valid for any solution y of (14) such that 1 y( 1)1 + 1 y’(l)] <c, where c is 
a positive constant which satisfies 
(1) (nGm) s 
m IAl( ds<’ x ds 
S 1+n 1 ‘4 2C7 I 
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and 
or 
and 
For computing the constant c which verifies (1) or (2) above, we can 
proceed as in Example 3 [4] (see also [7]). 
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